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. . . And All Points in Between: Awakenings at the Daum Museum
Excerpt from AWAKENINGS, catalog essay by Kate Hackman
 
. . . James Woodfill's Tone Spools command a highly visceral response . . . spinning at various speeds, these coiled garden-hoses 
produce dizzying effects, particularly at close range, as the eyes fix, mesmerized, upon their colorful, undulating silhouettes. 
Roughly the size of our own bodies, the structures read as human surrogates -- a series of physical types and personalities, 
inviting identification and eliciting empathy. Thus drawn in, we begin to imagine the looming possibilities of collapse, as the 
awkward, wobbling heavier masses threaten to snap the thin axles around which they're wrapped and fly freely through the air.
 
Whether working indoors or out, with objects, light, sound, motion, or all of these at once, Woodfill's process is one of focusing and 
reducing ideas and materials to the point of "no mistakes." Never for a moment do we forget what we are actually looking at but, in 
mining the essential nature of a garden hose (as silly as that might sound), Woodfill finds a satisfying point of resolution. What 
more does a hose want than to coil neatly around an axle? It is in that state that it feels reconciled, in harmony, and might then 
begin rotating, which is nothing more that a kinetic reiteration of its circular form. The wonder of such simple actions often 
surpasses that of more elaborately conceived spectacles; like a chess player who corners his opponent's king in the fewest 
possible moves, Woodfill reveals beauty in clarity. Still, while one might ask, "why garden hoses?," and the artist might reply, 
"because they were laying around," this answer, while honest and incisive, is not complete. As much as he works in response to 
specific materials and situations, Woodfill is equally driven by aesthetic concerns, citing Marc Rothko as a major influence in the 
same breath as he honors Marcel Duchamp. The painterly qualities and optical effects of his oscillating stripes and blocks of color, 
are, indeed, their own reward.
 
While these Tone Spools function as the foci of the installation, they should also be considered in relation to the dynamic spatial 
field they occupy. If we consider the gallery as an entity, Woodfill's plug-in sculptures might be understood as diagnostic tools, 
instruments for assessing, activating, and calling attention to the space itself as if he is taking the pulse of the gallery, identifying 
the approximate locations of its chakras, and tapping into those points of energy. The whir of spinning motors creates ambient 
sound, dissipating throughout. Track lights, rather than directly illuminating the Spools, are oriented to cast vibrating shadows. 
These, for Woodfill, are, not aftereffects but equally integral sculptural components of the site-specific, explicitly temporary installa-
tion -- just as is the viewer's body moving through it. . . .




